
  

Adobe Bulls Position for New Highs 

Ticker/Price: ADBE ($448) 

 

Analysis: 

Adobe (ADBE) continues to draw significant bullish position in the options market and its next earnings report scheduled for 

mid-September. ADBE on 8/3 saw 1500 January $490 calls bought to open for $4M and a $1.5M purchase of 350 Jun 2021 $490 

calls while 500 January $365 puts sold to open. ADBE has some massive positioning in October with 4000 of the $350 calls and 

5,950 of the $420 calls from large buys in June and July now valued near $65M. ADBE shares put in an ugly candle with the Tech 

sell-off a month ago but continue to rise the 8 week EMA higher after breaking out to new highs in late May. Shares recently peaked 

at the 1.618 extension of the COVID correction. On the daily shares are working out of a falling wedge and above key volume nodes 

to start August. The $212B software company with a leadership position in the digital transformation is benefitting from the recent 

acceleration in that theme. ADBE currently trades 15X FY21 EV/Sales and 48X FCF with revenue growth seen at 13-15% annually 

the next few years and carries 36% FCF margins. Adobe is targeting a $122B TAM and seeing momentum in its Digital Media and 

Document Cloud businesses. Some highlights from last quarter include “In Q2, we saw historic highs in adobe.com traffic across 

both Creative Cloud and Document Cloud. Demand for our professional video products was particularly high with strong 

engagement for Adobe Premier Pro and After Effects. We continue to see steady growth from social content creators using Premier 

Rush, which saw a 75% increase in monthly active users quarter-over-quarter. Mobile traffic, member sign-ups and monetization 

continues to accelerate. Adobe Fresco has seen a greater-than-40% increase in downloads since the start of 2020. Photoshop 

Express has surpassed 20 million in monthly active users.” Adobe is also seeing remote work drive a surge for demand in digital 

documents, a 175% jump in Adobe Sign usage last quarter. Analysts have an average target of $435 with short interest low at 1% of 

the float. Goldman raised its target to $460 on 6/24 and Argus to $474 saying Adobe has positioned itself at the center of the 

exploding market for digital video content and advertising creation and management and believes management has typically under 

promised and overdelivered. Jefferies raised its target to $470 noting Adobe software is proving critical for online content, paperless 

workflows, and digital customer experiences. Hedge Fund ownership fell 0.25% in Q1 filings, Polen Capital added and now a 7% 

weighting while Edgewood, Aristotle, and Lone Pine all have concentrated stakes as well.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: ADBE is one the premier plays in Software and see no reason its success will not continue, a 

core holding with the likes of MSFT and CRM. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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